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ABSTRACT
Delivering a reliable software product is a fairly complex process, which involves proper
coordination from the various teams in planning, execution, and testing for delivering software.
Most of the development time and the software budget's cost is getting spent finding and fixing
bugs. Rework and side effect costs are mostly not visible in the planned estimates, caused by
inherent bugs in the modified code, which impact the software delivery timeline and increase the
cost. Artificial intelligence advancements can predict the probable defects with classification
based on the software code changes, helping the software development team make rational
decisions. Optimizing the software cost and improving the software quality is the topmost priority
of the industry to remain profitable in the competitive market. Hence, there is a great urge to
improve software delivery quality by minimizing defects and having reasonable control over
predicted defects. This paper presents the bibliometric study for "Reliable Software Delivery
using Predictive analysis" by selecting 450 documents from the Scopus database, choosing
keywords like software defect prediction, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. The study
is conducted for a year starting from 2010 to 2021. As per the survey, it is observed that Software
defect prediction achieved an excellent focus among the researchers. There are great possibilities
to predict and improve overall software product quality using artificial intelligence techniques.
Keywords: Software defect prediction, machine learning, artificial intelligence.

1. INTRODUCTION
Delivering the software product with good quality on the scheduled date is very crucial for a
profitable business. One of the significant hurdles in this task is unidentified defects, usually
hidden in the code, having the code changes for the new feature requirements, or fixing other
existing code issues. As per the report [51] published in September 2018, in the Consortium for
IT Software Quality (CISQ) states that more than 50% of the total software cost is consumed by
the defect finding and fixing losses from the software failures post-deployment.

Figure 1: The Cost of Poor Quality Software in the US: A 2018 Report [51]

Another study carried out by Cambridge University's Judge Business School [53] found that
software developers spent nearly 50% of the time finding and fixing the bugs. Further to this,
they also indicated that 30% to 50% of every dollar is spent finding and fixing bugs. These are
just a few numbers. Static code analysis can improve the software's quality by finding bugs based
on statically defined rules specific to the language. However, it does not suffice the need for
defect predictions for smooth planning and delivery. Most of the time, delivery-related decisions
are taken by the leadership using a manual process and mostly based on their experience, which
may not bring enough information on the table to justify the decisions and also consumes a lot
of time. There is a great urge to have a tool that can optimize the release process, increase
confidence in taken decisions, and ensure reliable software delivery with minimum bugs. Hence,
presenting the bibliometric survey to improve the overall software delivery, focusing on
software defect prediction, and forecasting other essential factors using artificial intelligence.

1.1 Bibliometric Analysis of Software Defect Prediction using Artificial Intelligence:
Software defect prediction is finding probable unidentified bugs in the proposed software
delivery. Predictive analysis using artificial intelligence have proven their worth in many
domains. Bibliometric analysis is a great way to get the current trends and understand what has
been accomplished so far in software delivery using predictive analysis and exploring further
literature to optimize the delivery process. The bibliometric term was first coined by Paul Otlet
in 1934[55]. The bibliometric study uses the statistical tools and techniques to quantify the
progress done in a specific research field using available articles, a paper published in various
journals, books, etc.

Following are the high-level goals for the bibliometric study•

To identify the various research publications in the field of research.

•

Various languages in which research papers are published.

•

The trend for publication over various years.

•

The geographical study which contains the various countries where the research has
conducted in the past.

•

Trend line based on the source type.

•

Theme diagram around the field of the research.

•

Top authors who have contributed a lot in the field of the research.

•

Publication trend based on the University or Organization.

•

The publication received a citation.

This paper presents a bibliometric survey for software defect prediction to improve software
delivery reliability. Section 2 highlights the collection of data related to software defect
prediction. Section 3 shows the data which is extracted from the Scopus database. Three kinds
of analysis, which are Network analysis, Statistical analysis, and Theme and Concept diagram
analysis, are conducted in this section. Discussions from the analysis are shown in Section 4.
Limitations are represented in Section 5, and the conclusion of the paper is drawn in Section 6.
References are cited in the last section of the paper.

2. INITIAL COLLECTION OF DATA
There are various ways by which one can collect the research papers, articles like using the openaccess database, paying the fee for individual paper as listed on the source site, or getting access
to the papers using the institution or organization login. An excellent amount of the data related
to published papers, including statistical information, is available on Google Scholar, Scopus,
Research Gate, and Science Direct.
Scopus, a vast and prominent dataset with an excellent reputation in the research community,
has chosen for doing bibliometric analysis.
2.1 Prominent keywords
The prominent keywords concerning software defect prediction analysis are divided into primary
and secondary keywords.
Table 1. Shows search keywords used as a search strategy for selecting the data for this research.
In the presented paper, research is limited to the years starting from 2010 to 2021; hence, it
excluded the year less than 2010.

Table 1: Selection of search keywords for Software Defect Prediction

Primary keyword

"Software defect prediction".

Secondary keyword using (AND)

"Machine Learning".

Secondary keywords using (OR)

"Artificial Intelligence".

The exact query fired for the search for the documents in the Scopus dataset is:

(TITLE-ABS-KEY("software defect prediction")) AND ((machine
learning)) AND (artificial intelligence) AND ( EXCLUDE (
PUBYEAR,2009) OR EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR,2008) OR EXCLUDE (
PUBYEAR,2007) OR EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR,2006) OR EXCLUDE (
PUBYEAR,2005) )

2.2 Preliminary search results
The dataset used in this research paper is the Scopus database. The query, which is indicated in
section 2.1, with relevant search keywords used as a search strategy, found the 450 publication on
the Scopus database. The total result contains the papers where most of them are published and
few, which is unpublished.
Table 2. Shows different types of publications in software defect prediction research. It is observed
that 48.89% of the researchers have publicized their work in Articles, followed by conference
paper, which contributes 47.56%. Conference review, book chapter, and review are the ones who
are having meager contributions.
Table 2: Type of Publications in Software Defect Prediction

Type of

Number of

Publications

Publications

Article

220

48.89%

Conference Paper

214

47.56%

Review

5

1.11%

Book Chapter

7

1.56%

Conference Review

4

0.89%
Total

Percentage

100%

Dataset access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

The result from the search also analyzed for the type of language used for publishing documents.
Table 3. Summarizes the contribution based on the language of published documents for
Software defect prediction. As per the observation, English is the prominent language used by
the researchers to publicize their papers and articles. Very few papers were written in the Chinese
language.
Table 3: Languages trends used for publishing in Software Defect Prediction

Sr.No. Language used for

Count of Publications

Publishing
1

English

433

2

Chinese

17

Total

450

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

2.3 Exploratory data highlights
Documents are collected on Software defect prediction using machine learning and artificial
intelligence keywords from year starting 2010 to 2021. Table 4 indicates the trend of the yearly
publication count on software defect prediction. Interpretation of this data indicates that most of
the research contribution happened in the year 2018 and 2019. It is observed that contribution to
the research was not significant from 2010 to 2015.
Table 4: Yearly publishing trends in Software Defect Prediction

Year

Publication Count

2021

1

2020

58

2019

101

2018

69

2017

44

2016

50

2015

27

2014

35

2013

16

2012

22

2011

15

2010

12

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

Figure 2. Shows the result in the 2D line chart for publication count per year for Table 4. The
Line chart represents the prominent year 2019, having the highest publication count of a total of
101 publicized documents in the area of Software defect prediction.
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Figure 2: Yearly publishing trend in Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

2.4 Data Evaluation
Section 3 contains the detailed bibliometric analysis to understand the literature in their
diversity and know more about the research and the researchers using the relevant keywords
for software defect prediction. Different charts and graphs are created to showcase the depth
and breadth of the research geographically and country-wise and based on affiliations to the
organizations and the institutions. Theme and concept diagrams indicate the related concepts
attached to the predictive analysis main topic for software delivery. Network diagrams are
showcasing interesting relations like authors, citations, journals, etc.

3. BIBLIOMETRIC SURVEY
Three different methods are used to conduct the bibliometric survey for software defect
prediction.
•

The statistical analysis is majorly based on a country's contribution to the
research area, contribution by subject area, author's affiliations, source type,
authors, and source titles.

•

Network analysis of research majorly based on geography, publication title,
keywords, source title, year of publication, and collaboration among research
authors, citation count, etc.

•

Theme and concept diagrams, essential words with their weights across the
literature, are extracted based on the query executed with the selected keywords.

3.1 Analysis based on geographic locations

Analysis for geographic location is carried out using the Google sheet tool, which needs input
as two columns like Country name and the research paper count for that country. Once this
data is provided to Google sheet, one can generate the geographical map based on the data,
which shows the number of papers on specific geo-location hovering mouse on the map. There
is a scale indicating the range of the publication count across the globe at the left bottom of
the geographical map. In the generated geographical map, the green region indicated the
location with the maximum number of published papers in the field of software defect
prediction. According to the geographical map, the green region is China, with a maximum
of 199 papers.

Figure 3. The geographical location of research Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)
(Image Source: Google Sheet)

Figure 3 shows the top 10 contributing countries in the research of software defect prediction.
The result is shown using the bar chart indicating that China contributes 44.22%, whereas the
second contributor in India, with a 16% contribution in the research of Software defect
prediction. Japan has the lowest contribution while considering the top 10 contributing
countries.
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Figure 4: Ten topmost countries publishing papers on Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.2 Statistical analysis based on keywords
Table 5 indicates the top ten keywords for searching the Scopus database for software defect
prediction analysis. By applying the keyword's right combination, one can select and filter
the papers for the specific research area. Table 5 clearly shows that Software Defect
Prediction is the most widely used keyword.

Table 5: Top ten keywords for Software Defect Prediction

Keywords

Number of Publications

Software Defect Prediction

158

Defects

103

Forecasting

88

Learning Systems

78

Defect Prediction

74

Computer Software Selection
And Evaluation
Software Engineering

72

Software Testing

67

Machine Learning

64

Classification (of Information)

51

71

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.3 Network Analysis
Network analysis shows the association among different attributes that add values in the
computation. Network analysis shows the graphical diagram. Tool VOSviewer is used for
generating various network analysis diagrams. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 show the network analysis
diagrams having various computable parameters for software defect prediction from the papers
extracted from the Scopus database.

VOSviewer is a free tool that can be downloaded from the VOSviewer [55] website. VOSviewer
can analyze the computable parameters using a bibliometric network. Input needs to be a
comma-separated value file, also known as .csv file, to the VOSviewer. There are three kinds of
visualization analysis using VOSviewer: Network visualization, Overlay visualization, and
Density visualization.

Visualization between the keywords and the source titles is shown in figure 5, extracted from
the Scopus database. Circles represent the keywords that are extracted from the title of the
source. The size of the circle indicates the keyword occurrence. There are links between the
circle, which shows the association among the keyword, less distance means a strong
association, and more distance means weak association. Closely related keywords are
represented with the same colors. There are different colors to represent the different clusters.
Labels represent the actual keyword, size of the circle, and the label depends on the weight of
the keywords. The bigger label represents keywords with higher weight, and the circle and the
keywords with low weight are relatively small than higher weights. Lines represent links
between words. The default value of the lines is 1000, which can represent 1000 strong links
between keywords. Circles that are closer to each other have strong relations between them. The
threshold value of the keyword's minimum occurrence was set to 5, and analysis is done by
selecting all 200 keywords that satisfied the threshold value and limiting the number of keywords
to 25, as mentioned in figure 5 and figure 6.

Figure 5: Network visualization diagram based on keywords and source title,
with 200 keywords from Scopus dataset (accessed on October 02, 2020)
(Image Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)

Figure 6: Network visualization diagram based on keywords and source
title, with 25 keywords from Scopus dataset (accessed on October 02, 2020)
(Image Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)

Figure 7 represents a cluster of co-authors and authors co-appearing among the same papers.
The collaboration of their work is shown between the authors. The link represents the
collaborative work of authors on the documents published. The author's threshold value having
a minimum number of documents was set to 2 as a manual parameter, which resulted in 272
authors. The total strength of the co-authorship links with other authors is calculated and
displayed in figure 7.

Figure 7: Network analysis diagram of co-authors and authors based on co-appearance
among the same papers using Scopus dataset (accessed on October 02, 2020)
(Image Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)

Figure 8 shows the visualization of the documents and the citations received by the document.
The threshold value is set to two citations per document for this analysis, which retrieved 278
documents out of 450 documents, and accordingly, the citation link was calculated.

Figure 8: Network visualization of the document and the citations received by document
using Scopus dataset (accessed on October 02, 2020) (Image Source:
https://www.vosviewer.com)

3.4 Theme and Concept diagram
Themes and Concepts are useful to explore the area of the research in great depth. The theme
is a more literal expression, whereas Concepts is the core idea, and generally, it is an abstract
understanding of the experience. The concept can be part of many themes, and their
collaboration can be used to generate more ideas in the research fields. Leximancer tool is a
robust tool and can take many input formats like HTML, CSV, pdf, or text files and parse the
documents to develop a theme and the concepts and showcase their association. Input is taken
from CSV files in the current survey work, which got exported from the Scopus database
having data of the 450 documents for Software defect prediction research. The bigger bubble
indicates the theme's significance, as shown in figure 9, some of them are prediction. Machine,
Classification, Software are diagnosed as a significant theme with higher weight.

Figure 9: Theme and Concept diagram based on the Scopus database.
(accessed on October 02, 2020)
(Image Source: https://lexiportal-app.leximancer.com/)

Figure 10 shows the Themes using the Leximancer tool based on the hits of the words in the
dataset, exported as a CSV file from the Scopus dataset. Themes are shown in different colors
according to their strength in the selected literature; circles with smaller sizes have a low score,
whereas the theme with a higher score has the bigger circle. Overlap of the themes shows the
similar concepts used in the themes, and their distance shows their association.

Figure 10. Theme calculated from the Scopus dataset based on the number of
hits (accessed on October 02, 2020) (Image Source: https://lexiportalapp.leximancer.com/)

Figure 11 shows the rank of the words based on their relevance in the selected literature. As per
the figure 11, it can be observed that Software, Prediction, and Learning are the highest among
others from the perspective of relevance, which also matches the aim of the study.

Figure 11. Ranked Word-like concepts using the Scopus database (accessed on
October 02, 2020) (Image Source: https://lexiportal-app.leximancer.com/)

3.5 Statistical analysis based on Subject areas

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the publications in various disciplines extracted for Software
defect prediction publications. It can be easily concluded that most of the research is conducted
in the Computer Science area, followed by Engineering and Mathematics and Material science
areas. Some research has been carried out in the area of Decision Science and Energy.

Subject area wise analysis of extracted
literature
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1

1
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Figure 12: Subject area wise analysis of extracted literature for Software Defect Prediction.
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.6 Statistical analysis based on Affiliations
Affiliation statistic shows the contribution based on the universities and organizational
affiliations. Figure 13 shows the top ten universities contributed to software defect
prediction. The Wuhan University of China shows maximum contribution towards the
research in the field of Software Defect Prediction, followed by Florida Atlantic University.
Amity University, Noida form India, is at fourth rank.
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Figure 13: Affiliation statistics for Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.7 Statistical analysis based on Authors
Figure 14 shows the top ten authors with the maximum contribution in the area of
Software Defect Prediction. The top contributing author belongs to Florida Atlantic
University, USA. The top 3 contributing authors are from the USA.
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Analysis based on Authors
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Figure 14: Top ten authors contributing to the research area of Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

40

3.8 Statistical analysis based on Source Types
Source types of scholarly articles mean where the original research work is published. It can be
clearly stated from figure 15 that 49% of the publications are from Articles followed by 48% of
publications in Conference proceedings. It has been observed that review publications are
relatively low for the software defect prediction.

Analysis by Document type
7 54

Article
Conference Paper
220

Book Chapter

214

Review
Conference Review

Figure 15: Source types for publications in Software Defect Prediction
(Source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.9 Analysis based on publication citations
Table 6 shows citations count based on years, extracted from publications extracted in
the area of Software Defect Prediction. To date, the total citation count of 450
publications is 6440. Citation counts are low up to 2017, while the maximum number
of citation are observed in 2019, followed by 2018.
Table 6: Analysis based on citations for publications in Software Defect Prediction
Year
No. of
Citations

<2016 2016
766

601

2017

2018

2019

2020

>2020

Total

750

1123

1869

1316

15

6440

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

The top ten publication titles extracted from the Scopus database that received the
maximum number of citations to date are represented in Table 7. It can be observed that
the research work with the title 'Using class imbalance learning for software defect
prediction' gets the maximum number of citations in this field of Software defect
prediction.

2019

2020

>2020

26

39

46

74

40

-

36

36

35

41

58

36

-

242

41

26

38

39

53

29

-

226

A general software defect
proneness prediction framework 66

31

27

31

38

15

Using class imbalance learning
for software defect prediction

Total

2018

25

<2016
2016

2017

Table 7: An analysis of top ten publication based on citations in Software Defect Prediction
Publication Title
Citations received by the Publications yearly

250

Transfer defect learning
Transfer learning for crosscompany software defect
prediction

Dealing with noise in defect
prediction

52 31

Automatically learning semantic
features for defect prediction
An investigation on the
feasibility of cross-project
defect prediction
Researcher bias: The use of
machine learning in software
defect prediction

3

29 26

14

208

17

34

37

18

-

189

19

38

75

43

1

179

25

34

37

15

166

26

21

27

43

24

155

Software defect prediction using 5
ensemble learning on selected
features

15

21

26

47

27

141

Ensemble of software defect
predictors: An AHP-based
evaluation method

8

6

5

14

9

134

92

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.10

Statistical analysis based on source titles

Statistics based on the top ten source titles from retrieved literature are represented in figure 16
for software defect prediction publications. It is observed that the maximum numbers of
publications are done in source title from "Lecture Notes in Computer Science Including
Subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics".
However, ACM International Conference Proceedings ranks second, and IEEE Access comes
4th, and IEEE Transactions on Reliability used less.

Name of Source titles

Analysis based on Source Titles
Lecture Notes In Computer Science Including…
ACM International Conference Proceeding…
Proceedings Of The International Conference…
IEEE Access
Information And Software Technology
Advances In Intelligent Systems And…
IEEE Transactions On Software Engineering
Applied Soft Computing Journal
International Journal Of Software…
IEEE Transactions On Reliability
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Figure 16: Source statistics for publications in Software Defect Prediction
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

3.11 Analysis based on Funding Sponsors
Statistical analysis based on Funding sponsors in the Software Defect Prediction research
area is shown in figure 17. The top 10 funding sponsors are considered based on the
statistics. It can be observed that the National Natural Science Foundation of China is the
highest funding foundation; also, the National Basic Research Program of China stands
second.

Funding Sponser

Documents by funding sponser
National Natural Science Foundation of China
National Basic Research Program of China…
Fundamental Research Funds for the…
Natural Science Foundation of Jiangsu…
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research…
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
State Key Laboratory of Novel Software…
City University of Hong Kong
China Scholarship Council
China Postdoctoral Science Foundation
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Figure 17: Funding Sponsors statistics in Software Defect Prediction Research Area
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on October 02, 2020)

4. DISCUSSION BASED ON THE RESEARCH STUDY
Research in software defect prediction is getting good momentum. Many studies were
conducted to predict the bugs and other prominent factors that impact the delivered software
quality. The present study majorly focuses primarily on the usage of Artificial Intelligence
techniques in the field of Software defect prediction, which is the topmost concern for the
successful delivery of the software product. As per the study, it is observed that most of the
research work is presented majorly by articles and followed by the conference papers. Articles
and conference papers are an excellent medium to communicate the research idea to the
community. Peer feedback also improves the quality of the paper and the research related
questions. It is found that English is the most preferred language for writing the research papers,
followed by the Chinese language. It is observed that initial years have less research published
from the range of the years for the current study, and then it keeps getting incremented year by
year and reaches the maximum peak in the year 2019. It is observed that the top country, which
contributes to the research area, is China, followed by India. Out of 450 selected papers, China
contributed 199 papers, followed by India with 73 papers. Out of 450 papers, only 9 are review
papers, which are quite a few numbers, which also motivated us to write this Bibliometric
review. Table 5 shows the top 10 significant keywords like Software Defect Prediction, Defects,
Forecasting, Learning Systems, Defect Prediction, Computer Software Selection, and
Evaluation, Software Engineering, Software Testing, Machine Learning, Classification (of
Information).
Further studies can explore those keywords to get their maximum advantage for any newly
proposed research. The statistic shows that Amity University Noida from India is among the

top 10 affiliations, which is a great indicator that India has the right presence in the software
defect prediction field. India is the second most country that contributed to the maximum
number of research papers after China out of 450 selected research documents for the study.
Citation count is highest in the year 2019, reflecting the great interest in the research.

5. LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The current study was conducted with a limitation where the paper has considered only the
Scopus database for selecting the state of the art literature. In contrast, more work could be
taken into consideration, like Google Scholar and Web of Science. The listing of the existing
research changes dynamically as per the arrangement of the keywords. Current research took
care of the defined order of the keyword by the research authors. Hence, it could also be tried
with various combinations and add or exclude a few synonyms representing a similar meaning
as per the research are. The research paper considered publication with a limited set of years
from 2010 to 2021 and did not consider the research before 2010.

6. CONCLUSION
In this bibliometric study, the significance of software defect prediction is presented using the
Scopus dataset by selecting the 450 relevant documents based on the keyword: software
defect prediction, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Based on the survey, it is found
that Software Defect Prediction is one of the hot topics of research among the research
community, especially in China and India. The presented bibliometric study will surely help
and motivate the young researchers to get a comprehensive understanding of the work done
in the last ten years in the software defect prediction. Based on the survey, it can be stated
confidently that more and more predictive techniques will immerge using artificial
intelligence techniques and improve the software quality to make the software industry more
mature.
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